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Fears that ethnic and religious pluralism and alien ideologies jeopardized 
the nation's cultural homogeneity continued after the war. Under the battle 
cry of restoring "one-hundred percent Americanism" and frequently under 
the umbrella of their local churches and/or the revived Ku Klux Klan, the 
more militant of the traditionalist Protestants made Catholics, Jews, African 
Americans, and foreigners their special targets. They resurrected ages-old 
charges of an international Jewish conspiracy to take over the world, exposed 
"papal plots" against traditional liberties, tried to close parochial schools, 
and sought to reduce Catholic and Jewish influence in politics. They led the 
campaign to obtain the passage of the hnmigration Act of 1924, an act that not 
only brought a halt to massive immigration to America but also blatantly 
discriminated against Asians and immigrants from southern and eastern 
Europe. However, to attribute anti-Jewish, anti-Catholic, and antiblack atti
tudes only to the more extreme traditionalists of the 19208 would be a serious 
mistake. When non-Protestants tried to enter the nation's elite colleges, clubs, 
and boardrooms, they frequently encountered there, too, unscalable ethnore
ligious barriers-but in these instances the barriers were usually disguised 
as character tests or as merit systems. 

The noisy, organized, and sometimes violent campaigns against non
Protestants and blacks echoed aspects of the European fascist movements. 
Both movements, as George Mowry has observed, idealized a preindustrial 
world, were intensely nationalistic, insisted on racial purity, attacked minori
ties, and condemned modern ways (especially the personal behavior of those 
living in the large cities). But the revived Ku Klux Klan, the major organiza
tional form of America's variant of fascism, was never as successful as the fas
cist movements in Germany or Italy. In the United States, Klan supporters 
confronted a stronger tradition of respect for individual liberties and for 
political accommodation than in Italy or Germany. And, unlike the European 
fascist movements, the Klan won little support among intellectuals or those 
employed in managerial bureaucracies. But, even as the Klan faded in the late 
1920S, large numbers of Americans continued to blame non-Protestants and 
modern ways for what they considered America's fall from a golden age. 

Traditionalist or fundamentalist Protestants aimed a second major coun
teroffensive at modern science and modern Protestantism. While World War I 
had temporarily brought Protestants together, once the conflict ended, the 
smoldering divisions of the prewar era resurfaced. In the 1920S the trend 
within urban white-collar congregations toward modernism or liberalism 
gained momentum. Pastors of these congregations downgraded the impor
tance of a religious conversion experience and theological orthodoxy; they 
preached more soothing sermons that accommodated religion with biblical 
criticism, Darwinism, and modem ways more generally. Rather than empha
sizing salvation or personal sin, these ministers were more likely to stress 
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amiable human relationships, personal fulfillment, and greater tolerance of 
non-Protestants. 

The highly publicized Scopes trial in Dayton, Tennessee, in 1925 brought 
the conflict between modernist and fundamentalist Protestants to a dramatic 
climax. Consistent with their belief in the inerrancy of the Bible, fundamen
talists had obtained the passage of several state laws banning the teaching of 
"atheistic" evolution in the public schools. Supported by the American Civil 
Liberties Union, John T. Scopes, a high school biology teacher, challenged the 
constitutionality of Tennessee's statute. The subsequent trial attracted the 
attention of the entire world. William Jennings Bryan, thrice the Democratic 
presidential nominee and the nation's leading crusader against evolution, 
joined the prosecution. Bryan was not completely amiss when he charged 
that a "scientific soviet is attempting to dictate what shall be taught in our 
schools and, in so doing, is attempting to mold the religion of the nation." 
Clarence Darrow, a famous trial lawyer and a publicly confessed agnostic, 
joined the defense team. Darrow mercilessly ridiculed Bryan's "fool ideas" 
about the Bible. The court found Scopes guilty, though his sentence was later 
reversed on a technicality. 

Contrary to impressions cultivated by the urban press and subsequently 
by historians, the Scopes trial did not signal a defeat or the end of traditional 
ways. Despite the negative conclusions of the big-city press, it is quite likely 
that a majority of the American peop~e continued after the trial to oppose the 
teaching of evolution in the public schools. Neither did the modernists rout 
the traditionalists politically in the 19208. The traditionalists won nearly all 
of the decade's political frays, including the election of three presidents and, 
more important in symbolic terms, succeeded in retaining the prohibition of 
alcoholic beverages as the law of the land. 
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"A vast dissolution of ancient habits"-this was how columnist Walter 
Lippmann characterized the modern ways of the 19205. While Lippmann 
surely exaggerated, the decade has struck observers then and since as a 
otal one in the history of American culture. It was in the 1920S that the trends 
we observed in the previous two chapters-the growing ethnic and religious 
pluralism of the United the development of a mass-consumption 
economy, the quest for greater excitement, and the increasing secularization 
of American life-aU came into sharper focus. In that"decade of prosperity," 
millions of Americans joined in an unprecedented orgy of individual con
sumption. In the same decade, many Americans seemed to seize every 
opportunity they could to "have fun"; novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald called it 
"the jazz age," a label that conjured up images of primitive rhythms, of "flam
ing youth," and of unrestrained sexual behavior. In the 19205, many 
Americans continued to retreat from a religiously based life. TIle "irreligion 
in the modern world [is] radical to a degree for which there is, I think, no 
counterpart," concluded Lippmann in 1929. 

Responding to the Great Depression of the 1930S pulled Americans in 
opposing directions. In one direction, there was the powerful appeal of the 
past. It seemed to many that recovery from the economic disaster could be 
achieved only by renouncing the excesses of the 19205. Americans must 
return to the virtues of yesteryear-to the self-control and hard work that 
had served them so well in the nineteenth century. In another direction, there 
was the allure of the future. The Great Depression, proponents of this view 
said, had discredited the idea that the economy could be left on its own. The 
state must in the future playa far greater role in gUiding the nation's destiny. 

THE CITY AS THE HOME OF MODERN WAYS 

Modem ways enjoyed their greatest support in the citit:s. Not only did the 
majority of the American people now live in cities for the first time in the 
nation's history, but also city residents began to insist that the urban style of 
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life was superior to that of the small town and the countryside. Life in the city, 
claimed its enthusiasts, was far more exciting, glamorous, fulfilling, and 
receptive to new ideas than in the countryside. To the delight of his big-city 
audiences in the 192os, essayist H. L. Mencken characterized rural Americans 
as the "anthropoid rabble" who were determined to shield themselves "from 
whatever knowledge violated their superstitions." 

The city also furnished the home for most of the nation's ethnic and religious 
minorities. In the 1920S, these "outsiders" began to articulate more boldly 
defenses of their own ways. To the advocates of the "new pluralism," one could 
be a loyal American without abandoning his or her ethnic or religious distinc
tiveness. A march on Washington by one hundred thousand Catholic men on 
September 21, 1924, vividly suggested the possibilities of the new pluralism. 
As representatives of the Catholic Holy Name Society, the men carried both 
papal banners and tiny U.S. flags. When they were addressed by Boston's 
William Cardinal O'Connell, who "flung the challenge to those who would 
question the loyalty of Catholics to America," the "entire assemblage ... rose 
to its feet spontaneously and cheered so enthusiastically that it temporarily 
halted the address ...." 

Such exhibitions of loyalty to the nation hardly implied an enthusiasm for 
complete cultural assimilation. If anything, ethnic and racial minorities 
stepped up their efforts to preserve their ways from the influence of the domi
nant culture; they sought to strengthen their kinship networks, their churches, 
and their voluntary associations. 10 a substantial degree, as historian Lizabeth 
Cohen has shown, ethnic stores, mutual-aid societies, and banks succeeded in 
resisting chain stores and other nationalizing in.qtitutions. 

Even intercollegiate football rallied Catholics around their shared religious 
identity. Beginning in the 19208 Catholics everywhere, regardless of ethnic 
origins and even those who had never gone to college (dubbed by sportswrit
ers as the "subway aluITmi" if they were from the cities or as the "coalfield 
alums" if they were from the Catholic communities in western Pennsylvania: 
or eastern Ohio), became rabid fans of Notre Dame football. "The custom 
began in primary and secondary parochial schools, each Friday in the fall, to 
have students pray for a Notre Dame victory the next day," recalled Mary Jo 
Weaver, a professor of religion at Indiana University. "It was an important 
part of our 'Holy War' against the Protestant majority in America." 

Supplemented by the arrival from the southern countryside of two million 
blacks in the 19108 and another million in the 1920S, the visibility of African 
Americans in the northern cities increased. In 1917 and in 1919, the presence of 
more blacks, competition for jobs, pressures on housing and public services, 
and racial prejudices spawned bloody race riots in more than a half-dozen 
northern cities, giving the lie to any thoughts that the cities were uniquely free 
of racism. In the 1920S, the Harlem Renaissance, a great outpouring of black 
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literature, painting, and music, called national and even international attention 
to the nation's submerged black population. "Negro life is seizing its first 
chances for group expression and self-determination," asserted Alain Locke in 
an anthology revealingly entitled The New Negro (1926). The black role in pop
ular entertainment, though as often as not confirming white stereotypes of 
African Americans, became more conspicuous than ever before. Those white 
Americans seeking freedom from Victorian constraints often found in the 
black of Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington and in the blues songs of 
Bessie Smith sources of personal liberation. 

The northern urban experience encouraged a stronger racial conscious
ness and more aggressive efforts by blacks to assert rights. Rather than divert 
their energies into futile opposition to racial segregation and disfranchise
ment, Booker T. Washington had told blacks in the era preceding World War I 
that they should develop the skills and the self-discipline that would secure 
their self-respect and prove their economic worth to potential employers. 
But, in the same era, W. E. B. DuBois countered Washington by arguing that 
African Americans should insist on the restoration of their civil and political 
rights. Taking a similar position was the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), an organization cofounded by 
DuBois in 1910 that experienced rapid growth in membership among urban 
blacks in the 1920S. Receiving far more attention in the media of the 1920S was 
Marcus Garvey's Back to Africa movement. With a half-million followers, 
Garvey's movement promised racial glory in an Empire of Africa and sought 
to instill among the urban black poor a sense of racial pride and courage. 

Representatives of minorities were not the only advocates of a new cul
tural pluralism. During the World War I era and afterwards, the artistic and 
literary rebels also welcomed ethnic and racial diversity; they conspicuously 
rejected both the value of a single, unitary culture as well as the Victorian 
ideology of culture. In place of the ideal of a single culture, Randolph Bourne 
argued as early as 1916 that the United States ought to adopt as its goal a cos
mopolitan "federation of cultures." A member of the Greenwich Village 
circle, John Collier, who would later be appointed Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, saw in the collectivism of Navajo 
Indian culture a healthy antidote to white individualism. 

Even more "responsible for demolishing Victorian certainties about cul
ture," contends historian Lewis Perry, were the anthropologists. Begirming 
with their teacher, Franz Boas, Margaret Mead in Coming of Age in Samoa 
(1928) and Ruth Benedict in Patterns of Culture (1934) introduced literally 
thousands of readers to the decidedly modern value of cultural pluralism. 
Mead even audaciously suggested that the adolescent girls in allegedly 
primitive cultures suffered from fewer anxieties than they did in the more 
repressive industrial cultures of Western societies. 
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THE "NEW" WOMAN AS 

A SYMBOL OF MODERN WAYS 


Nothing was more central to the modem spirit of the 1920S than the arrival 
of the much-ballyhooed "new" woman. Well before the 1920S, urban middle
and upper-class women had begun to bump up against the perimeters of 
their "separate sphere." The bicycling craze, the Gibson Girl, and fre~r forms 
of dance all suggested an expanding realm of physical freedom for women. 
By 1920 women were attending coeducational high schools and colleges in 
record numbers, young women were pouring into the job market as secre
taries and sales clerks, and a few more women were entering the professions 
(especially teaching) than formerly. In 1920, with the ratification of the 
Nineteenth Amendment, women finally realized the long-deferred dream of 
nationwide suffrage. 

But there was far more involved in the idea of the new woman than sports, 
education, jobs, and the right to vote. No longer a clone of her mother, 
according to a Chicago Tribune advertisement of the 1920S, the new woman 
relaxed self-imposed restraints. "Today's woman gets what she wants," flatly 
declared the ad. Fashionable consumption was important to the new 
woman's sense of personal well-being. She bought "glassware in sapphire 
blue or glowing amber," read the ad, and"soap to match her bathroom's color 
scheme." She was a more erotic creature than her mother. In dress, she 
replaced "voluminous petticoats" with "slim sheaths of silk." Rather than 
buying particular goods to establish her family's middle-class identity, she 
sought through consumption to refashion her own identity. Creative engage
ment with consumption could aid her in projecting images of youthful exu
berance, sex appeal, and urban sophistication, all of which, as historian 
Pamela Grundy has observed, "encouraged young women to judge them
selves largely through the reactions they produced on others, especially 
'popularity' and attractiveness to men." 

As the Tribune ad hinted, it was the young, unmarried, urban, middle-class 
woman, the flapper, who became the ultimate and perhaps most enduring 
symbol of the Jazz Age. In just about every respect imaginable, the flapper 
flaunted her rejection of the Victorian code of proper female behavior. Rather 
than behave as a model of propriety and self-restraint, the flapper talked 
freely, laughed gaily, gestured extravagantly, and, in the eyes of her Victorian 
predecessors, dressed immodestly. Blithely, she smoked and drank illegal 
alcoholic beverages. Indeed, she sometimes drank enough that it visibly 
affected her behavior. She bobbed her hair, flattened her breasts, threw away 
her corsets and petticoats, and shortened her skirts. Rather than pinching her 
cheeks to make them rosier, as her mother had done, she painted her checks 
with rouge-not so much to enhance her sexual appeal but to make another 
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Flappers. Precariously but confidently dancing atop a skyscraper in the 19205, these 
flappers openly defy the Victorian ways of their mothers. Representatives of the 
"modem" woman, the flappers took chances, used makeup, wore short skirts, and 
publicly exhibited their feelings. 

gesture of defiance against older ways. The flappers also relaxed the traditional 
constraints on courtship. "None of the Victorian mothers-and most of the 
mothers were Victorian/' wrote novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald, "had any idea of 
how casually their daughters were accustomed to being kissed." 

The flapper danced with abandon. No longer did young people in the big 
cities dance the stately waltz at arm's length to the romantic notes of the vio
lin. Instead, they now danced cheek-to-cheek in "a syncopated embrace" to 
the "barbaric" notes of the saxophone. There were, of course, pockets of resis
tance, even on college campuses. In 1921, the Daily Nebraskan described its 
campus as safely immunized against the "Eastern dances" and reported that 
University of Nebraska students had rallied behind "simple dress" as a 
means of returning the nation to "normalcy./I 

The flapper was not alone in helping to usher in modem sexuality. In the 
late Victorian age (18805 to World War I), some doctors, health reformers, and 
middle-class couples had already begun to dissolve the ages-old associations 
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of sexual intercourse with sin and reproduction. By the turn of the century, 
according to historian Kathy Peiss, it was not unusual for working-class girls 
in the larger cities to exchange sexual favors for "treats" from men. In the 
meantime, influenced by Sigmund Freud, Havelock Ellis, and Ellen Key, the 
literary and artistic rebels in Greenwich Village and elsewhere advocated 
and practiced freer forms of sexuality. The sexual radicals insisted that 
women, like men, possessed erotic capacities and that sexual 
was essential to emotional health. The career of Margaret the leading 
exponent of birth control, illustrated the growing acceptance of a more liber
ated and positive sexual ideology. Before World War I, Sanger had been 
something of a social pariah; she had been arrested and jailed for distribut
ing birth control information. After the war, she became a heroine of modern 
Americans. She published birth control manuals, gave public lectures on 
birth control, and opened family planning clinics. 

The mass media and the advertising industry contributed even more to 
the creation of modern sexual ideology. The glamorous woman with undis
guised sex appeal became a favorite trope of advertisers. For example, a 1924 

Palmolive soap ad depicted a scantily clad woman in an exotic settin!!: and 
promised the "beauty secret of Cleopatra hidden in every cake." A 
crop of new magazines offered readers who had never heard of Freud or the 
libido stories with such alluring titles as "Indolent Kisses," "Confessions of a 
Chorus Girl," and "What I Told My Daughter the Night Before Her Marriage." 
The movies were equally provocative. Clara Bow became the ''It'' girl of the 
1920S, and movie ads promised kisses "where heart, soul and sense in con
cert move, and the blood is lava, and the pulse is ablaze." 

The prevalence of sexual suggestiveness and the growing acceptance of a 
positive sexual ideology fed the impression then and since that the 1920S expe
rienced a "sexual revolution." When compared with the middle-class sex 
ways of the nineteenth century, perhaps there was a revolution. 111e preva
lence of intercourse, particularly between married couples in the urban white- . 
collar class, may have increased. And, according to the studies of Alfred 
Kinsey, middle-class women born after 1900 were more likely to engage in 
premarital intercourse than those born in the nineteenth 

Yet there were clearly limits on the sexual revolution of the 1920S. Although 
the widely publicized form of sexual play known as "petting" shocked con
temporaries, Paula Fass has found that petting entailed conventions of phys
ical intimacy that usually fell short of intercourse. While modern women 
were expected to be sexually alluring, almost no one endorsed promiscuity. 
Modem women were supposed to arouse male desire but not to initiate sex
ual relations. woman transgressing these boundaries jeopardized her 
reputation. For other Americans, particularly those living in the countryside, 
in small towns, and in the ethnic enclaves of the sexual behavior 
may have changed little if at all in the twenties. 
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.... 
What Sex To The Race 

The creative force underlies the att.:mctlons and 
crn;nradeships between boys and girls, as well as 
court!lnip, love, marriage. and family life 

It makes manliness, womanliness, motherhood and 
fatherhood 

E 

.1i 

! To both boy and girl sex gives a new joy in living. 
a desire for a career, a 10nging to do great things 
for the: race 

~ 
It inspires the arts. the sciem;:es, an~ the culture 

'0 of 

" ,L-________~_____________________________J~"I 

"What Sex Brings to the Race," a Poster American Social Hygiene Association, 1922. 

Part of a campaign to prevent the 
step away from the restrictiveness of the middle-dass Victorian 
While not endorsing sex as a to be enjoyed for its own sake, 
suggest that when sexuality is channeled into marriage and 
enormous benefits to the lives of both sexes. 

Both the new woman and the acceptance of a modern sexual ideology may 
be interpreted as victories of male over traditionally middle-class female val
ues. The popular media and the advertisers encouraged women to engage in 
such stereotypically boyish and manly acts as smoking, drinking, betting, 
freer forms of dance and music, prankishness, and other traditionally 
antifeminine and antibourgeois behaviors. For example, advertising pioneer 
Edward Bernays sold cigarettes to women as "torches of freedom." (He noted 
at the same time that smoking cigarettes stimulated the erogenous zone of the 
lips.) A similar trend toward more boylike or manlike behavior by women 
was evident in literature and the arts. In short, the "new" or "modem" woman 
aided and abetted what Ann Douglas has described as the "masculinization" 
of American culture. 

These new, more form"> of individualism may also have con
tained largely hidden costs for women, for they seemed to unleash earlier 
restraints that men had imposed on themselves in their relationships with 
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women. Ultimately, men may have felt even freer than in the past to mistreat 
women both emotionally and physically. 

Built into the adventurous autonomy of the modern woman was a new set 
of expectations. Instead of a complete release from the "tyrannies" of the 
home, the modern wife and mother was told that she needed to do even 
more. To feed her family properly, she should have a scientific knowledge of 
calories, vitamins, and food groups. To promote her husband's career, she 
should become a skilled hostess. No longer was moral training of children 
enough. Children should be happy. To rear happy children, the mother 
should acquire a knowledge of modern psychology. For guidance in per
forming her enlarged range of duties, the modern housewife was expected to 
turn away from the folk wisdom handed down by family, friends, or minis
ters. Instead, in a characteristically modern admonition, she was advised to 
look to outside expertise. 

In particular, no modern woman could escape the commandment that she 
remain forever youthful. Hence, the arrival of the modern woman coincided 
with the growth of the modern cosmetics industry and the proliferation of 
beauty parlors. Perpetual youthfulness required slimness. Thus, dieting became 
a major preoccupation of the modern woman. In the face of the new cultural 
requirements of womanhood, older feminist causes slid into the background. 
In 1921, for example, feminists unveiled the Equal Rights Amendment, a pro
posed constitutional amendment that called for the end of sexual discrimi
nation. But it was never adopted. That same year, Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
crowned the first Miss America. Miss America was soon to become a power
ful symbol of the coercion imposed on women by the modern beauty culture. 

WAYS AT WAR 

Not surprisingly, the widespread outburst of shockingly new behaviors in 
the 1920S provoked a cultural war, a war whose issues continue to reverber
ate into our own times. According to observers then and since, the opposition 
to modern ways came primarily from the countryside and from small towns. 
Peoples from these places tended to see themselves as under siege by the big 
city's ethnic and religious pluralism, its commercial amusements, and its 
moral relativism. They yearned for the restoration of a golden past of middle
class families and communities. In these idealized communities, indepen
dent farmers, public-spirited businessmen, and industrious workingmen 
lived side by side in complete harmony. Everyone practiced self-control and 
agreed that religion provided the ultimate source of moral authority. 

Yet the opposition to modern ways did not come exclusively from nonurban 
areas. Regardless of where they lived, the majority of Americans probably 
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found some or most of the modern values and behaviors to one degree or 
another objectionable. While urban Catholic ethnics usually disagreed sharply 
with Protestant traditionalists regarding prohibition and the desirability of 
pluralism, they too objected to the new woman and to modern sexual ideol
ogy. The older middle class of small businessmen, locally oriented profes
sionals, prosperous farmers, and skilled working people also approached the 
expressive individualism of modern culture with caution. Unlike the new 
urban white-collar class, these traditionalists more often than not continued 
to find their identities and their values in the familiar ways handed down 
from the past and in their families, their churches, and in their local commu
nities or neighborhoods rather than in their occupations or in what was cur
rently fashionable. As the older middle class sensed that it was losing cultural 
authority to the newer white-collar, urban-centered middle class, it became 
more defensive and suspicious. 

Above all else, traditionalists and modernists divided on the ultimate 
source of moral authority. For moral direction, both Protestant and Catholic 
traditionalists relied upon revealed religion-for Protestants, the Bible, and 
for Catholics, the institutional church. On the other hand, modernists were 
just as likely, or perhaps more likely, to look elsewhere. They turned to scien
tific and professional expertise, to the cultures of their workplaces, to the opin
ions of others, and to media models for guidance on how they should behave. 

While traditionalists were never in full agreement on how to respond to 
the modernist challenges, they launched two major counteroffensives. One 
took aim at the modern notion of a pluralistic order that recognized the 
intrinsic value of minority cultures. This counteroffensive had direct origins 
in the anxieties spawned by World War 1. "Once lead this people into war," 
President Woodrow Wilson had warned before America's entry into the con
flict, "and they'll forget there ever was such a thing as tolerance." Wilson's 
prediction proved to be chillingly accurate. Everywhere, the war fanned the 
flames of cultural conformity. Acutely aware of the absence of enthusiasm on 
the part of many Americans for entering the war in the first place as well as 
of the ties that bound American ethnic groups to their homelands in Europe, 
national, state, and local governments as well as private groups launched a 
massive propaganda campaign on behalf of the war effort. 

Ironically, ethnic Germans, the immigrant group frequently praised as the 
most assimilable before the war, now became the special targets of nativist 
bigotry. Regardless of protests to the contrary, German Americans found 
themselves treated as enemy agents. Cloaking themselves in wartime patrio
tism, opponents of radicalism likewise employed both legal and extralegal 
weapons against the Industrial Workers of the World and the Socialist party. 
Wartime anxieties and the Russian Revolution of 1917 contributed to a 
nationwide "Red Scare" in 1919. 
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